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A NOTE ON E.BADIAN, 'ALEXANDER AND PHILIPPI', ZPE 95
(1993) 131-9

In concentrating his attention on the views which I had expressed and in disregarding the
works of others1 Professor Badian (henceforth B.) has created at times a false impression.
The following example may suffice.

In the editio princeps of the inscription C.Vatin proposed a length of 31 to 36 letters to a
line. L.Missitzis showed that a length of 35 letters was a closer approximation. Vatin stated
that he did not include any hypothetical restoration ('on n'y trouvera aucune restitution
hypothétique'), and he published the beginning of the text as follows:

[   ]r!id[...]
[ h![..§p]r°!beu!an
[prÚ! ba!il°a ÉAl°]j`a`[nd]ron ka‹ ÉAl°jandro!
[    ]n tØn érgÒn §rgãze!yai [....]p

His line 3 consisted of 34 letters. Since pre!beÊv in the active voice means 'serve as an
ambassador',2 Vatin assumed3 that the names of the ambassadors occurred somewhere in
lines 1 and 2.

L.Missitzis argued convincingly4 that the beginning of the text was the beginning of the
document. He judged Vatin's restoration of line 3 to be 'safe', and he therefore adopted it in
his somewhat different text.5 I adduced some reasons6 for accepting Vatin's restoration and
referred the reader to some analogies. Since B. in ZPE 95 has not made mention of them, I
shall now explain the relevance of one of them, Tod GHI 192, the inscription concerning the
return of Chian exiles in 332 B.C.7

1 C.Vatin, 'Lettre adresée à la cité de Philippes par les ambassadeurs auprès d 'Alexandre', in Proc. 8th
Epigr. Conf. (Athens, 1984) 259-70. L.Missitzis, 'A royal decree of Alexander the Great on the lands of
Philippi', The Ancient World 12 (1985) 3-14. M.B.Hatzopoulos' comments were in Bull. Epigr. 100 (1987)
436-9. I shall refer to these works by the name of the author only. My own article, 'The King and the Land in
Macedonia', CQ 38 (1988) 382-91, went to the printer before Hatzopoulos was published. Hatzopoulos made
further comments in Bull. Epigr. 104 (1991) 505.

2 L.S.J. s.v. pre!beÊv II 1. In ZPE 79 (1989) 65 n. 15 B. restored 'with the citizens as the subject'
[diep]rebeÊ!an[to koin∞i. The compound di- in the distributive sense of the nearly contemporary passage of X.
HG 3. 24 was not appropriate to the Philippians sending an embassy to one person;  nor did koin∞i add
anything to a pre!be¤a of a city-state.

3 Vatin 261.
4 Missitzis 4.
5 Missitzis 7 'safe'. In his text he restored [Filipp[Æ![ioi. The restoration was rightly rejected by

Hatzopoulos 438 because the contemporary ethnic was Filippe›!.
6 Hammond, CQ 38, 390.
7 For the date see Hammond and F.W.Walbank, A History of Macedonia 3 (Oxford, 1988) 73 n. 2,

preferring this date to that of Heisserer, 334 B.C.
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The Chians, like the Philippians, set up at home a record of a negotiation with Alexander
when he was elsewhere. The record began with the Chian dating and the occasion of the
negotiation, namely the receipt of an instruction from Alexander. No doubt the Philippian
record began similarly with the Philippian dating and the occasion of the negotiation, namely
the coming of Philippian ambassadors8 to Alexander and an instruction from Alexander. In the
Chian inscription the first mention of Alexander is parå ba!il°v! ÉAle`[jãndr]ou, and the
next mention is simply prÚ! ÉAl°jandron; so too in the Philippian inscription, if Vatin's
restoration is accepted. In reporting the instructions of Alexander both inscriptions employed
aorist and present infinitives, and both provided for further negotiation.9 We are
extraordinarily fortunate to have such a close analogy in meaning and in date.10 In the light of
it and of the other evidence which I adduced I regarded Vatin's restoration as 'almost certain'.

In ZPE 95 135 B. made the allegation that the restoration prÚ! ba!il°a ÉAl°jandron in
line 3 was mine, and that I introduced it in order to support a theory of mine.11 He went on to
compare this alleged behaviour with that of a card-sharper: 'once the conjuror has palmed the
card, it is bound to appear when wanted' and 'it is the method of what one might call the
forced card'. As he rightly said of his allegation: 'this is no way to argue in serious
scholarship'. The allegation, however, is entirely unfounded. The restoration was that of
Vatin. I did not introduce it into the debate, nor (to employ B.'s distasteful comparison) did I
introduce it into any prearranged pack of cards. In fact in neither article did I suggest any
restoration at all. B.'s further allegation12 that the restoration was made in order to support a
theory that Alexander was addressed by his royal title is untrue; for neither Vatin nor Missitzis
mentioned any such theory.

Whereas I did not propose any restorations, B. did.13 He proposed to regard r!id in line 1
as a form of 'Persis', and he suggested restoring the text in lines 2-3 as [..§p]r°!beu!an
[énabãnte! prÚ! ÉAl°]j`a`[nd]don 'with the ambassadors as the subject'. He chose the

8 I agree with Hatzopoulos 438f. (see n. 5 above), that the ambassadors reported the instructions given by
Alexander. I therefore reject B.'s alternative restoration with the citizens (of Philippi) as the subject in lines 1-3
[diep]re!beÊ!an[to koin∞i prÚ! ÉAl°]j̀à[nd]ron  (ZPE 79, 65 n. 15).

9 Tod, GHI 192 line 7 and Vatin's text B lines 11-12.
10 The Chian inscription being dated by Heisserer to 334 B.C. and by Tod and others to 332 B.C. (which I

prefer; see n. 7 above), and the Philippian inscription being dated variously to 335 and 334 B.C. (Vatin 262
and Misssitzis 9) and to after 331 B.C. (Hatzopoulos in Bull. Epigr. 104 (1991) 505).

11 This allegation seems to be 'the main point' of his article (134). It is stated emphatically, 'his
restoration' being repeated on p. 135.

12 In ZPE 95, 134 B. wrote, 'I pointed out that several of the restorations accepted (though not initially
suggested) by H., and his whole interpretation of the text based on them, were accepted by him, and suggested
by his predecessors, out of a desire to substantiate the 'historical theory' (if we may thus dignify it) that the
king of Macedon was normally described as ba!ileÊ! in official texts before 331 B.C.'

13 The restorations were given in ZPE 79, 65 n. 15 and 67. The boldest, which was introduced to support
his interpretation of ır¤!ai was [x≈ran Fil¤ppou z«nto]!, of which only the last letter exists in line 7 of
the inscription. Nor does Fil¤ppou z«nto! commend itself; for it has an English ring, and I doubt if it occurs
in any inscription.
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word énabãnte! 'for the possible destination of the ambassadors'. It is a perfect example of
a restoration planned to support a theory, that the ambassadors went to 'Persis'.14 In ZPE  95,
134 B. seemed to think I was making a joke of this (he tried to explain the nature of the joke
for his reader); if so, it was less offensive (I hope) than a comparison with card-sharping. But
I was and am quite serious, all the more so because B. has not sought to justify his restoration
on any other grounds.

An entirely different point concerns the verbs [§pei!be]bÆka!in  and [§]pei!bebÆk[a!in in
lines 8 and 12. Vatin proposed15 to restore [§pei!be]bÆka!in  in the opening part of line 8,
and to complete pei!bebhk in line 12 as [§]pei!bebhk[Òta!. Vatin, Missitzis, I and
Hatzopoulos were agreed that the persons involved had encroached on land which was not
theirs; B. in ZPE 95 did not discuss the matter. In my article in ZPE 82 (1990) 170, when I
criticised B.'s belief that in line 6 ır¤!ai meant that boundaries 'had already been defined'
e.g. in the lifetime of Philip, I remarked that for his interpretation one would expect 'a
pluperfect tense, such as we have in line 12 [§]pei!bebÆk[a!in '. B. in ZPE 95, 136
comments as follows. 'The form is, of course, a perfect and not a pluperfect. H. seems as
vague about Greek grammar as he is about Greek word usage'.

The First Greek Grammar by W.G.Rutherford (London, 1918), which I used in learning
and teaching Greek Prose Composition for some thirty-five years, showed 'how foreign to
English idiom is the peculiar signification of the Greek perfect' (p. 91). Thus the perfect
infinitive and the perfect participle in Greek carry in some contexts the pluperfect meaning.
One such context is the report of instructions issued in the past. Thus on B.'s supposition that
boundaries 'had already been defined' one would expect not ır¤!ai but …rik°nai. So too
with Vatin's restoration [§]pei!bebhk[Òta! the meaning is that of a pluperfect tense: 'those
who had encroached'. When the same meaning was conveyed in a relative clause [˜!oi ...
§pei!be]bÆka!in the perfect indicative contained the pluperfect sense and is to be translated
in English 'those who had encroached'.

Clare College, Cambridge N.G.L.Hammond

14 In ZPE 82. 170 I said that 'the four letters in line 1 may be the remains of an ambassador's name ending
in idh! or idou', and B. kindly suggested some names in ZPE 95, 131. I wrote 'may be' because there are other
possibilities, such as a dative plural ending in r!i e.g. t°!!ar!i.

15 Vatin 263 with the proviso 'la restitution est hypothétique'.


